
12 October 1999 
Chairwoman Oicus 
Nuclear Reg1ilatory Commission 
11555 Rockv.lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commmission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plan, in Waterford, Cornecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company admritted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED; CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 
irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 
to operate! this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 
Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 
Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 
good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 
large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 
that this Oompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is painlfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 
protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 
be a loud wake up- call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 
strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 
operations, they too fell victim to human error and found 
themselves ill, prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

% effective 4'anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 
and delibetate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 
POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 
20 mile r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 
exposure to radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 
behalf:.ý- We want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 
insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  
Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 
TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.
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fq4gs in harsh terms, said in today's 
ptloeedlngs that they had confidence 
il4ge new managers.  
,/Aýer the large number of Mill

sjlp. candidates flunked their licens
il Lests, Investigators discovered .. phey had not put in the required 
ripiber of training hours nor mas
teo the maneuvers that Millstone 
haafalsely claimed, the Government 
ch.ged. Some of the candidates 
hive since been retrained and are 
no* on the job, the company said.  
-:Federal prosecutors said econom

iq.pressure brought on by deregula
* of the nuclear industry had con

tlhuted to the violations. "Rather 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph 
dfutchison, an assistant...United 
Sitaes-'Attorney, "the shortdut was 
t.Len so there: was some economic 

*r. Hutchison said complaints by 
c munity groups and workers at 
t.olants had led to to the three-year 
Peral investigation.  ". tephen C. Robinson;.the United 
Slates Attorney for Connecticut, said 
op'the agreement, -'No matter who 
yo. are, no matter how big or .ow 

, perful, If -you endanger 'our. citi
iQs It you 9iolate the law, If you lie 
tqrgulators and choose profits over 
14 public, we will come after you." 
Ziichael G. MoV.rr, the chairMa 

aldýad chief e ecutiveof Nortbeast 
Ullities, the paretof!Noiiheast Nu
cle&, did not dispute a statement 
thai the violations were deliberate, 
b4,ald the public had never-been In 
dfnger. As he left .the courthouse 
00y, Mr. Morris attributed the vio

* ,•s to "inattention to detail" and 
"inadvertence," * not- tderegulation.: 
.The whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
SIa•.i. trie, but It doesn't cause this 
"hind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "It's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kind of 
mbarrassmentat will come your 
*ay it you don'tV" 
SMr. Morris was hired in 1907, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
*ss. Judge. Robert N. Chatigny 

1•ild himn o s f("'t of *hp entirt

By MIKE ALLEN 
HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

hoped v Continued From Page BI meat I the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
an in Ihe fhiiurA than it weas in rhe

past." 
Judge Chatigny added that despite 

the efforts of those who work in the 
public interest, "Ultimately, the pub
lic has to depend on the good faith, 
honesty and integrity of the people 
who manage our large companies." 

A spokeswoman for Northeast 
Utilities, Mary Jo Keating. said the 
plea agreement should help with the 
plans to sell the plant, as required by 
state legislation deregulating the in
dustry. "The worst thing in the mar
ket Is any kind of uncertainty," she 
said from the company headquarters 
In Berlin, Conn.  

David M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
Action Center. an environmental 
group in West Hartford, said today's 
plea vindicated residents who had 
been worried about mismanagement 
and safety at the plant. The admis
sions were especially damning, he 
said, because "these companies typi
cally offer to do just about anything 
to weasel out of criminal charges 
and reach some out-of-court settle-

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-room operator li
censes failed Federal. exAms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the p.rosecutors said the corner-cutting 
could havegut the olant in the hands of 
workers unable to prevent a crisis 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.  
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv.  

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million In fines.  
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut In Storrs. and $M50,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and 850,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

charged with felonies. Fifteen years agf 
after the 1979 accident at the Three ME 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., whic 
began the industry's plunge from publi 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleade 
guilty to falsifyiig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped t( 
day's pleas would end.the long period i 
which the plant has beeuiconsidered a n, 
tional symbol of mismanagement in th 
nuclear power Industry. Millstone had hel 
the previous record for a fine levied again! 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. 1 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treate 
the plant as anlegregious example of la 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn 
were shut down under orders from the NL 
clear Regulatory Commission because c 
problems with design, safety and pape, 
work. One of the three reactors is bein 
decommissioned, while the other two hay 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec 
utives and taken steps that it says woul 
prevent violations in the future. Federa 
prosecutors, while describing the old o 

Continued on Page B12
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Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commmission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company admitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED; CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 
irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 
to operate! this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 
Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 
Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 
good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 
large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 
that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is paiinfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 
protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and .South Korea last week should 
be a loud 'wake up- call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 
strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 
operations,; they too fell victim to human error and found 
themselves ill. prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

.effective .manner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 
and delibe.ate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 
POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 
20 mile r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 
exposure t6 radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 
"behalf:.- We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 
insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  
Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 
TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  
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-By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant In this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  
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idqests, investigators discovered hone, 
thpthey had not put In the required who 
niwtber of training hours nor mas- A 
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had falsely claimed, the Government plea 
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no* on the job, the company said. dust 
'Federal prosecutors said econom- ket I 
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tiob of the nuclear Industry had con- in Bi 
tolxited to the violations. "Rather Di 
thin treat the problem." said Joseph Acti 
C'piutchison, an assistant. United grou 
S~ltes-'Attorney, "the shorttut was plea 
tj.len so there! was some economic been 
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• tr. Hutchlson said complaints by sion: 

coomunity groups and workers at said 
.tplants had led to t. the three-year cally 
FI'eral investigation. to 

.4tephen C. Robinson,*.the United and 
sutes Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of-,the agreement, !'No matter who 
yQ. are, no matter how big or how 
polerful, If you endanger our citi
z#0ia, If you violate the law, If you lie 
tq regulators and choose profits over 
thl public, we will come after you." 
: ',tchael G. Mo•r's, the chairmap 

apd••d chief ekxeutive of Northeast 
tllUlities, the parehtofN~rtheast Nu
cle&, did not dispute a statement 
tW the violations were deliberate, 
bo'eald the public had never-been in 
dbnker. As he left.the courthouse 
0.4 y. Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
"'inadyerte," • not. deregulation.! 
,7The whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market- i 
ilace Is true, but it doesn't cause this 
"tind of behavior," he said. He said 
the Lesson for plant owners was "It's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassments,. will come your 
way If you don't." 
SMr. Morris was hired in 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
fpss, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
60lpd himl tn mo- fr-nr nf 'hp rnnlt

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-room operator li
censes failed Federal. exAnis, prosecutors 
said..  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the I•rosecutors said the corner-cutting 
couldhpvSPit thge llant in the hands of 
workers unable to prevent a cris'is 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.  
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

d the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
n in the future than it was in the 

dge Chatigny added that despite 
fforts of those who work in the 
c interest, "Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 
sty and integrity of the people 
manage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 

ties. Mary To Keatlng, said the 
agreement should help with the 
s to sell the plant, as required by 
legislation deregulating the in

ry. "The worst thing in the mar
s any kind of uncertainty," she 
from the company headquarters 
erlin, Conn.  
ivid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
on Center, an environmental 
p in West Hartford. said today's 
vindicated residents who had 
worried about mismanagement 
safety at the plant. The admis
s were especially damning, he 
because "these companies typi
offer to do just about anything 

teasel out of criminal charges 
reach some out-of-court settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from public 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falslfyiAg records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to 
day's pleas would end.the long period ir 
which the plant has been considered a na.  
tional symbol of mismanagement in th( 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had helc 
the previous record for a fine levied againsi 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. Ir 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treatec 
the plant as aniegregious example of la) 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn.  
were shutdown under orders from the Nu 
clear Regulatory Commission because o! 
problems with design, safety and paper, 
work. One of the three reactors is beinj 
decommissioned, while the other two hav( 
been restarted and areproducing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec.  
utives and taken steps that it says wouk 
prevent violations in the future. Federa 
prosecutors, while describing the old of.  

Continued on Page B12

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine ata Connecticut Nuclear Plant
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Chairwoman ticus 
Nuclear Regilatory Commission 
11555 Rockv.lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commmission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 

1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 

Nuclear Pow~r Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company admitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 

information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 

federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsib.le management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith,, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is paipfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect thq public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 

be a 1Tud 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations, they too fell victim to human error and found 

- themselves iill prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective r'anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile radius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf; We want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

Ve-ks. 2kJs.-~ Us
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By MIKE ALLEN
HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

~' contihoped 
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4,Ilchael G. Moltrls, the chairman 
apdqnd chief ekxeutitve of Northeast 
Ultities, the parehtofNirtheast Nu
clei', did not dispute a statement 
th•a• the violations were deliberate, 
buraid the public had never-been in 
dý.ner. As he left the courthouse 
today, Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
"i'inadvertence,"., not deregulation.  "yThe whole notion that you react 
differently In a competitive market
Olace Is tiLie, but It doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
t,mbarrassmens,. will come your 
yay if you don'L" 
i Mr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the-offenses took place. Neverthe
tess, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
talled him to the front of 'he court 
this mornlni anid told him stprnlv ho

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light In 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-rodm operator li
censes failed Federal exAms, prosecutors 
said..  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecmuors said the corner-cutting Coul I L•~ep.Lvh_p p mtie,.ldo 

workers unable to prevent a crisis 
The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.' 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the secon~dtime 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
nIn the future than it was in the 

ge Chatigny added that despite 
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interest, "Ultimately. the pub
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worried about mismanagement 
afety at the plant. The admis
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ecause "these companies typi

offer to do just about anything 
asel out of criminal charges 
each some out-of-court settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from pubiic 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifyilig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end.the long period in 
which tliý$Iant has been i'considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treat,-d 
the plant as an ,egregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors In Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are 'oroducing energy.  

Since 1996, the utihity has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12
ment." 

In addition to the 23 counts involv
ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
lary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant In Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their Investigation was continuing 
and that Individuals might be pros.  
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million In fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti.  
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $i million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its lea'dership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said It did not intend to 
pass the costs or. toconsumers.

A Record U.S. Fine at a Connecticut Nuclear Plant
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Chairwoman bicus 
Nuclear Regikiatory Commission 
11555 Rockvwlle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Coumission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 

1999, detai.s the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 

Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 

Nuclear Powpr Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company adznuitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 

information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED; CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shSres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is paiflfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 

be a hu'd 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,; they too fell victim to human error and found 

* themselves iill. prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective i•anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile radius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is-imperative that you act on our 

behalf'- We Want Millstone closed down.. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter.ý Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

Vii ýv
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By MIKE ALLEN

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy -Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour durinn 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

. Continued From Page BI hOPmen 
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feisis in harsh terms, said in today's past.  
ps•oeedings that they had confidence Ju 
i4tlie new managers. the 
.tA#er the large number of Mill- publi 

siope candidates flunked their licens- lic h 
id )ests, investigators discovered hone 
thgtibey had not put In the required who 
iktiber of training hours nor mas- A 
tgmO the maneuvers that Millstone Utili 
hadfaiseiy claimed, the Covromment p:ca 
cigaged. Some of the candidates plan 
himve since been retrained and are stau 
nesi on the job, the company said. dust 

Federal prosecutors said econom- ket.  
pq ressure brought on by deregula- said 

oti of the nuclear industry had con- In B 
tijbuted to the violations. "Rather D 
thin treat ihe problem," said Joseph Acti 
dCý)Iutchison, an assistant United grot 
Spates Attorney, "the shortcut was plea 
tjll.en so there.was some economic bee, 
s a.ng." " and 
•4r. Hutchison said complaints by sion 

c~amunity groups and workers at said 
%plants had led to to the three-year call 

ul'eral investigation, to 
4tephen C. Robinson, .the United and 

States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of-'the agreement, !'No matter who 
]4 are, no matter how big or how 

Spowerful, if you endanger our. cIti
zika, if you violate the law, If you lie 
tq.regulators and choose profits over 
tpublic, we will come after you." 

4dcaeiG iwu~a the iL.~Alwnai 
apddnd chief exe6ctive of Northeast 
Utklities, the parentof:Ndrtheast Nu
cleasi, did not dispute a statement 
th r the violations were deliberate, 
bur;Wad the public-had never-been in 
dWner. As he.left .the courthouse 
•loiay, Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
"Ptnadvertenceý" . not deregulation.  

MThe whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
ilace. Is true, but It doesn't cause this 
bind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassments,- will come your 
way If you don't." 
SMr. Morris was hired in 1997, alter 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
Fpsa, Judge Robert N. Chatigny

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-ro6m operator li
censes failed Federal. exims, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today.  
the prosecutors said the comer-cutting 
could havyp z3 the plant in the handq of 
workers unable to prevent a crisis

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived iniictment and pleaded guilty." 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

dthe plea reflected a commit
t by the company "to be a better 
en in the future than it was in the 

dge Chatigny added that despite 
efforts of those who work In the 
ic interest, " Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 
sty and integrity of the people 
manage our large corapanies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 

ties, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
agr••e-•ent should h t'•.he 

s to sell the plant, as rmquired by 
legislation deregulating the in

ry. "The worst thing in the mar
is any kind of uncertainty," she 
from the company heedquarters 
erlin, Conn.  
avid M. Plttinos of the Toxics 
on Center, an environmental 
up in West Hartford. said today's 

vindicated residents who had 
worried about mismanagement 
safety at the plant. Ihe admis
s were especially damning, he 
I, because "these companies typi
y offer to do just about anything 
weasel out of criminad charges 

reach some out-of-ccurt settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from public 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifylAg records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end..the long period in 
which tfe plant has been 'considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 

- 1986, a Time magazine cover story treated 
the plant as anlegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
., týat jnd-14.,ad:'4•,•- h" b. nra,,

ecuited.  
As p. t of the $10 million in fines, 

Northea.t Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture. a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend .to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine at.ca Connecticut Nuclear Plant



12 October 1999 
Chairwoman Dicus 
Nuclear Regilatory Commission 
11555 Rockvlle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear ChairwQman Dicus and Members of the Commmission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company admtted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED. CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 
irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 
to operate! this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 
Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 
Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 
good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 
large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear; 
that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is paii1fully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 
protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The-nuclear leaks in Japan and-South Korea last week should 
be a 16ud wake up- call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 
strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 
operations, they too fell victim to human error and found 
themselves ill. prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

.. effective 4anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 
and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 
POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 
20 mile radius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 
exposure to radiation and 36,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 
behalf.+- We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

'A
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By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy ,Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control.  
room operators received. Federal licenses.  

• -, hoper 
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fi;ags in harsh terms, said in today's past.  
pvtloeedings that they had confidence Ju• 
1i4rte new managers. the e 
• §Xfer the large number of Mill- publi 

slop candidates flunked their licens- lic h• 
.*.3ests, investigators discovered hone: 
h'i-they had not put In the required who' 
nutber of training hours nor mas- A 
tqe* the maneuvers that Millstone Utilil 
had falsely claimed, the Government plea 
c~ ed. Some of the candidates plans 
hgvdv since been retrained and are state 
no* on the job, the company said. dusti 
:..ederal prosecutors said econom- ket I 

i;. Iressure brought on by deregula- said 
Ukiot of the nuclear industry had con- In Bi 

ttlbuted to the violations. "Rather Da 
thin treat ihe problem," said Joseph Acti 
Cýi1lutchison, an assistant. United grou 
StAtes'Attorney, "the shortcut was plea 
.ten so there-was some economic been 

s1ng." and 
S)4r. Hutchlson said complaints by sion.  

b c.•hmunity groups and workers at said, 
t plants had led to I the three-year caliy 

eral investigation. to w 
4tephen C. Robinson;.the United and 

S~tes Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of-,the agreement, "No matter who 
yti. are, no matter how big or how 
powerful, If you endanger our citi
zak. If you violate the law, if you lie 
tregulators and choose profits over 
t0i public, we will come after you." 
: tlchael G. Mogris, the chairmrap 

ap ld chief executive of Northeast 
Uglitles, the parehtof Northeast Nu
clei, did not dispute a statement 
tW. the violations were deliberate, 
bupsaid the pubic-bhad never-been in 
dbp er. As he .left the courthouse 
.oc¥, Mr. Morris attributed the vio

"lations to "inattention to detail" and 
Pinadvertence,' not deregulation.: 

lThe whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
ilace is trie, but it doesn't cause this 
Wsnd of behavior," he said. He said 
Oe lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassments. will come your 
way if you don't." 
SMr. Morris was hired in 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
]ýss Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
tsllpd him tn t"' fro'nt nf *h. 'cw'-t

d the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
in In the future than it was in the 

dge Chatigny added that despite 
fforts of those who work In the 
c interest, "Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 
sty and integrity of the people 
manage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 

ties, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
agreement should help with the 
ito sell the plant, as required by 
legislation deregulating the In

ry. "The worst thing in the mar
s any kind of uncertainty," she 
from the company headquarters 
arlin, Conn.  
ivid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
on Center, an environmental 
p In West Hartford, said today's 
vindicated residents who had 
worried about mismanagement 

safety at the plant. The admis
s were especially damning, he 
because "these companies typi
offer to do just about anything 

easel out of criminal charges 
reach some out-of-court, settle-

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-room operator li
censes failed Federal ex.ms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecutors said the corner-cutting 
&ould the plant in the hands of 
workers unable to prevent a crisis 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.  
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

ment," 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant In Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million In fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650.000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., whict.  
began the industry's plunge from public 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleadec 
guilty to falslfyifg records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to 
day's pleas would end .the long period ir 
which the plant has bee fi'considered a na.  
tional symbol of mismanagement in th( 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had helc 
the previous record for a fine levied againsi 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. Ir 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treater 
the plant as anegregious example of la) 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn.  
were shut down under orders from the Nu 
clear Regulatory Commission because ol 
problems with design, safety and paper.  
work. One of the three reactors is beinj 
decommissioned, while the other two havi 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec.  
utives and taken steps that it says woulc 
prevent violations in the future. Federa 
prosecutors, while describing the old of.  

Continued on Page BI2



12 October 1999 
Chairwoman t)icus 
Nuclear Reg1ilatory Commission 
11555 Rockv.lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commmission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company admitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this company is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is paixifully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect thý public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Is1and? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 

be a loud 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,: they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves iill, prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective rmanner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility:s track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile radius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 36,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf;t We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on .adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER ýROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

~~oV~~;e- &V4, -)n 
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fqrs in harsh terms, said in today's 
pieoeedings that they had confidence 
14.tiie new managers.  
.#,iAer the large number of Mill

sdoip candidates flunked their licens
"ii..ests, investigators discovered 
thg.'they had not put In the required 
nu4 ber of training hours nor mas
tgr'eo the maneuvers that Millstone 
heaafalsely claimed, the Government 
cfiged. Some of the candidates 
htve since been retrained and are 
neft on the job, the company said.  
,:P ' ederal prosecutors said economiqjiressure brought on by deregula

of the nuclear industry had con
ttlbuted to the violations. "Rather 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph 
C1iutchison, an assistant.. United 
Sates5Attorney, "the shortcut was 
t*lten so there was some economic 

r. Hutchlson said complaints by 
cpmunity groups and workers at 

Pl Vants had led to to the three-year 
leral "investigation.  
4tephen C. Robinson, the United 

SWes Attorney for Connecticut. said 
o•4•the agreement. "'No matter who 
"yo are, no matter how big or how 
powerful, If you endanger 'our. cti.i 
zop•, it you violate the law, If you lie 
%.frgulators and choose profits over 
tho public, we will come after you." 
*Ichael G. Mohris, the chairman 

aQd.~d chief ekecutive of Northeast 
tiJlities, the parenroflNirtheast Nu

cleaC, did not dispute a statement 
th.i&r the violations were deliberate, 
bur'esd the publlc-had never-been in 
denier. As he.left.the courthouse ". •y. Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
ý'inadvertence," . not deregulation.  

bTbe whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
placeai trIie, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
Oe lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 

aws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
setbarrassments, will come your 
way if you don't." 

Mr. Morris was hired in 1997, after 
the .offenses took place. Neverthe
leass. Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
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-By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.

hoped the plea reflected a commit
ment by the company "to be a better 
citizen in the future than it was in the 
past.  

Judge Chatigny added that despite 
the efforts of those who work in the 
public interest, "Ultimately, the pub
lic has to depend on the good faith, 
honesty and integrity of the people 
who manage our large companies." 

A spokeswoman for Northeast 
Utilities, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
plea agreement should help with the 
plans to sell the plant, as required by 
,state legislation deregulating the In
dustry. "The worst thing in the mar
ket is any kind of uncertainty," she 
said from the company headquarters 
In Berlin, Conn.  

David M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
Action Center, an environmental 
group in West Hartford, said today's 
plea vindicated residents who had 
been worried about mismanagement 
and safety at the plant. The admis
sions were especially damning, he 
said, because "these companies typi
cally offer to do just about anything 
to weasel out of criminal charges 
and reach some out-of-court. settle-

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-robm operator li
censes failed Federal exirms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecutors said the comer-cutting 

couldhyjl~~it the plant in the hands of 
workers unable to prevent a crisis 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
panywaived indictment and pleaded guilty.' 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros.  
ecuted, 

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut In Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Miii 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., whict 
began the industry's plunge from publit 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleadec 
guilty to falsi'fyiug records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to 
day's pleas would end.the long period ii 
which týe plant has beesi' considered a na 
tional symbol of mismanagement in th( 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had hel 
the previous record for a fine levied agains 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. h 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treate( 
the plant as aniegregious example of la) 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn.  
were shut down under orders from the Nu 
clear Regulatory Commission because o 
problems with design, safety and paper 
work. One of the three reactors is beini 
decommissioned, while the other two havw 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec 
utives and taken steps that it says woult 
prevent violations in the future. Federa 
prosecutors, while describing the old of 

Continued on Page B12
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12 October 1999 
Chairwoman bicus 
Nuclear Regijlatory Commission 
11555 Rockv~lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Conmmission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company admitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 
irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 
Island's shIres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 
that this company is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is painfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect thý public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The-nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 
be a lohud wake up- call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 
strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 
operations,; they too fell victim to human error and found 
themselves iill. prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 
effective rpanner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 
and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 
POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 
exposure tO radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf c We want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 
TO BETTER 7E7$ FDOMTrANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

NV Pt4 q 'F
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-By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed

eral regulators.  
Federal prosecutors said today that they 

were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.

hoped the plea reflectei 
Contnue ment by the company "t 

"* citizen in the future tihan 
fig~s in harsh terms, said in today's past." 
prioeedings that they had confidence Judge Chatigny added 
i4tlie new managers. the efforts of those %ho 
•th4er the large number of Mill- public interest,"Ultima 

stcie candidates flunked their licens- lic has to depend on th 

Wl Jests, investigators discovered honesty and integrity 
thg-they had not put in the required who manage our large 

4pmber of training hours nor mas- A spokeswoman fo 

t4•1e the maneuvers that Millstone Utilities, Mary Jo Keal 
had falsely claimed, the Government plea agreement should 

cfiged. Some of the candidates plans to sell the plant, a 

hilve since been retrained and are state legislation deregu 

no* on the job, the company said. dustry. "The worst thin 
,:Federal prosecutors said econom- ket is any kind of unce 

I "ressure brought on by deregula- said from the company 
Mt. ,•"nrpsar Industry had con- in Rerlin, Conn.  

tl~blted to the violations. "Rather David M. Pittinos Sthin treat ihe problem," said Joseph Action Center, an e 

Cýiutchison, an assistant.,United group in west Hartforc 

Sýates- Attorney, "the shortcut was plea vindicated reside 
*ien so there..was some economic been worried about mi: 

1. " and safety at the plan 
Nr.Hutchlson said complaints by sions were especially 

"cimuuity groups and workers at said, because "these co 
t4plants had led to to the three-year cally offer to do just a 

Hueral investigation, to weasel out of crir 
'Stephen C. Robinson,.the United and reach some out-o 

States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
o(fthe agreement, "No matter who 
Sare, no matter how big or how 
iperful, if .you endanger our citi
zlis. if you violate the law, If you lie 
tq.%regulators and choose profits over 

.t1 public, we will come after you." 
tIchael G. Moaris, the chairmag._ 

apdjind chief ekeicive of Northeast 
ULWities, the parentiof -Nrtheast Nu
cle&, did not dispute a statement 
Sthe violations were deliberate, 
bIt.rald the publichad never-been in 
danger. As he left .the courthouse 
to4~y. Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
"inadvertence,'• . not deregulation.  
ýThe whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
ilace. is tre, but it doesn't cause this 

the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassments,' will come your 
way if you don'Lt." 
SMr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
Vss, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
called lur ro t"he front of 'he court

a commitbe a better 
it was in the 

Sthat despite 
I work in the 
lely, the pub
v good faith, 
Io the people 
companies." 
r Northeast 
ring, said the 
help with the 
a required by 
lating the in
g in the mar
crtainty," she 
headquarters 

f the Toxics 
nvironmental 
I, said today's 
ents who had 
smanagement 
t. The admis
damning, he 

impanies typi
bout anything 
ninal charges 
f-court settle-

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-rodm operator li
censes failed Federal. exims, prosecutors 
said..  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecutors said the corner-cutting 
coupld have rut the plant in the hands of 

workers unatle to prevent a crisis, 
The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light i court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty..  

As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstcne case is just the second -time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

ment." In addition to the 23 counts involv
ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
lary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant In Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine at a connecticut Nuclear Plant
charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from public 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifying records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end.the long period in 
which the plant has been' considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treated 
the plant as aniegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued en Page B12
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12 October 1999
Chairwoman bicus 
Nuclear Reg{ilatory Commission 
11555 Rockv.lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Conwuission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 21, 

1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 

Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 

Nuclear Powgr Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company adx.tted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 

information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 

federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shSres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is paiflfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect thq public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Is3and? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 

be a loud 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,: they too fell victim to human error and found 

* themselves iill. prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective r'anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile radius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 36,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf; We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED ILSTONE.
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By MIKE ALLEN

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant In this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent Information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

hope, 
, Continued From Page BI ment 

-�- :citize 
f•"•es in harsh terms, said in today's past.  
pri•oeedings that they had confidence Ju.  
ii•tite new managers. the e 
:,Afer the large number of Mill- publi 

slýe candidates flunked their licens- lic h 
itip jests, investigators discovered hone 
tLth'they had not put In the required who 
nuMber of training hours nor mas- A 
ty•ere the maneuvers that Millstone Utili 
hal falsely claimed, the Government plea 
cfif4;ed. Some of the candidates plan.  
hve" since been retrained hLnd are state 
no* on the job, the company said. dust 
,::Federal prosecutors said econom- ket 

iq.pressure brought on by deregula- said 
tioh of the nuclear Industry had con- in Bi 
til~buted to the violations. "Rather D
tham treat the problem," said Joseph Acti 
Cd-ý7utchison, an assistant United grou 
Sýztes Attorney, "the shortcut was plea 
ttiten so there was some economic been 
s1.ng." and 

r. Hutchison said complaints by sion 
coomunity groups and workers at said 
tUiplants had led to to the three-year cally 
Pe6eral investigation. to w 
Zýtephen C. Robinson, the United and 

States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of .,the agreement, '.No matter who 
yi* are, no matter how big or how 
powerful. If you endanger our clti- 
z•ts, if you violate the law, If you lie 
tQ.regulators and choose profits over 
thi public, we will come after you." 
•I4chael G. Morirts, the chairman 

apdNnd chief excutive af Northeast 
Utilitles, the parent'ofN~rtheast Nu
lear', did not dispute a statement 
thi.- the violations were deliberate, 
buy';ald the public -had never-been in 
dfanker. As he left .the courthouse 
today, Mr. Morris attributed the vio
latlonas to "inattention to detail" and 
i•'nadvertence," not deregulation.  
"The whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
Olace Is true, but It doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
einbarrassmenta,, will come your 
yay if you don't.' 
, Mr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
Jess, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
called him to the front of *he court 
thiq mnrninp and told him ýztprnlv h'

Problems with (he training program at Mill
stone came to light In 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-roim operator li
censes failed Federal exAms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecutors said the corner-cutting 
QouLibye_lUJ . ._ ds-QL 
workers unable to orevent a crisis.  

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.: 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

d the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 

en In the future than it was in the 

dge Chatigny added that despite 
fforts of those who work In the 
c interest. "Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 
sty and integrity of the people 
manage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 

ties, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
agreement should help with the 
s to sell the plant, as required by 
legislation deregulating the In

ry. "The worst thing In the mar
s any kind of uncertainty," she 
from the company headquarters 
erlin, Conn.  
avid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
on Center, an environmental 
p in West Hartford, said today's 
vindicated residents who had 
worried about mismanagement 

safety at the plant. The admis
s were especially damning, he 
because "these companies typi
offer to do just about anything 

ceasel out of criminal charges 
reach some out-of-court settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Islond plant near Harrisburg, Pa., whicl
began the industry's plunge from pubiic 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifying records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end.the long period in 
which tlii'Olant has been'considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. Ir 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treatd 
the plant as anlegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that It says would 
prevent violations In the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts Involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy rlverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine at a Connecticut Nuclear Plant



12 October 1999 
Chairwoman ticus 
Nuclear Regllatoty Commission 
11555 Rockvwlle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commnission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 

1999, detai~s the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 

Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 

Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company adntted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 

information to :'the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoteo and received 

federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shbres!' 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honbsty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this company is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is painfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect thý public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 

of Long Is1and?7 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and.South Korea last week should 

be a loud wake;Lup call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,; they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves ill prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective rmanner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure t6 radiation and 3S,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf. We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.
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SBy MIKE ALLEN Problems with fthe training program at Mill
HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the stone came to light in 1996 When six of seven 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern candidates for control-room operator li
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi- censes failed Federal exAtms, prosecutors 
fied environmental records and deliberately said.  
promoted unqualified plant operators. The In presenting the evidence in court today, 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa- the prosecjtors said the corner-cutting 
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and ould h LJ _, ha d1_oL 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest workers unable to prevent a crisis.  
penalty ever for a nuclear plant In this The investigation, previously secret, 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United Admitting falsifying 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to records andpromoting 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an the unqualified.  
hour during 1996 and that testirs at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators. came to light in court today when the com

Federal prosecutors said today that they pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty." 
were unable to prove environmental harm As part of the plea agreement, the company 
from the hydrazine. was put on three years' probation, which 

The company also admitted that after it allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu- more closely.  
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control- The Millstone case is just the second time 
room operators received Federal licenses. that a nuclear -newr plant drntowr had I--

\"' Continued From Page BI 

figms in harsh terms, said in today's 
pOioeedings that they had confidence 
14tiie new managers.  

.tfJer the large number of Mill
slpe candidates flunked their licens
i i :tests, investigators discovered 

ltithey had not put in the required 
ntinber of training hours nor mas
tgell the maneuvers that Millstone 
haafalsely claimed, the Government 
c 'ged. Some of the candidates 
hove" since been retrained ind are 
ne* on the job, the company said.  
• pFederal prosecutors said econom
iq.ressure brought on by deregula
t of the nuclear industry had con
ttlbuted to the violations. "Rather 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph 
Cd.-utchison, an assistant United 
Sites Attorney, "the shortcut was 
t*.en so there was some economic s- .ng." 

.,.r. Hutchison said complaints by 
c'•omunity groups and workers at 
t•iplants had led to to the three-year 
Pkierai investigation.  
,4tephen C. Robinson, the United 

States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of ,the agreement, '.'No matter who 
y•p are, no matter how big or how 
powerful, if you endanger our cfti
z4s, if you violate the law, if you lie 
tq.regulators and choose profits over Stl public, we will come after you." 
•.ýlchael G. Motris, the chairman 

apd:jnd chief executive of Northeast 
Utilities, the parentof*NWrtheast Nu
cle&, did not dispute a statement 
that- the violations were deliberate, 
lmioald the public-had never-been in 
dhnker. As he left .the courthouse 
today, Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
"inadvertence," . not deregulation.  
ýThe whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
blace. is tr•e, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassments,- will come your 
!way if you don't" 
. Mr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
rpss, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
ealled him to the front of *he court 
this morning and told him stprniv hp

hoped the plea reflected a commit
ment by the company "to be a better 
citizen in the future than it was in the 
past." 

Judge Chatigny added that despite 
the efforts of those who work in the 
public interest, "Ultimately, the pub
lic has to depend on the good faith, 
honesty and integrity of the people 
who manage our large companies." 

A spokeswoman for Northeast 
Utilities, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
plea agreement should help with the 
plans to sell the plant, as required by 
state legislation deregulating the In
dustry. "The worst thing in the mar
ket is any kind of uncertainty," she 
said from the company headquarters 
in Berlin, Conn.  

David M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
Action Center, an environmental 
group in West Hartford. said today's 
plea vindicated residents who had 
been worried about mismanagement 
and safety at the plant. The admis
sions were especially damning, he 
said, because "these companies typi
cally offer to do just about anything 
to weasel out of criminal charges 
and reach some out-of-court settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from pub'ic 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifyiuig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end.the long period in 
which thiý ýant has been' considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treatd 
the plant as aniiegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are ýproducing energy.  

Since 1996, the uti ity has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12
ment." 

In addition to the 23 counts involv
ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
"company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine ata Connecticut Nuclear Plant



12 October 1999 
Chairwoman bicus 
Nuclear Reg•latory Commission 
11555 Rockv4lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwqman Dicus and Members of the Commmission: 

The enclosed article from The New Ybrk Times, September 27, 

1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 

Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 

Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company admitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 

information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 

federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatea this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good fai~th, honesty'aind- i4tegrity-of the people whc manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this company is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is paiflfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect thq public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 

of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and.South Korea last week should 

be a loud wake up- call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,: they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves iill prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

.effective 4anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile'r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure t6 radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf.ý- We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER ORQTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

CkL McL ft
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By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operator-s. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

"'- Continued From Page BI hope 
_ _ _men 

fe;4s in harsh terms, said in today's past 
pipoeedings that they had confidence Ju 
i~ttie new managers. the 
•'A.'ter the large number of Mill- publ 
sci candidates flunked their licens- lic h 
itd* ests. investigators discovered, hon 
t*it'they had not put in the requt ed who 
nui~ber of training hours nor mas- A 
teye0 the maneuvers that Millstone Util 
had falsely claimed, the Government plea 
chiged. Some of the candidates plan 
hgve since been retrained and are slat 
noti on the job, the company said. dus 
,FPederal prosecutors said econom- ket 

ilq,'ressure brought on by deregula- said 
tioh of the nuclear industry had con- in B 
ttibuLed to the violations. "Rather D 
than treat the problem," said Joseph Act 
C-ýHutchison, an assistant United gro 
S(ates Attorney, "the shortcut was ple: 
talen so there was some economic bee 

Vn." and 
gr.Hutchlson said complaints by siot 

coimunity groups and workers at sai 
ti-plants had led to to the three-year cal 
Pederal Investigation. to 
'tephen C. Robinson. the United ani 

Slttes Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of.the agreement, '.'No matter who 
yo:i are, no matter how big or how 
powerful, If you endanger our citi
ztgts, it you violate the law, if you lie 
tQ.regulators and choose profits over 
tho public, we will come after you.".  
,.Michael G. Mokrls, the chairraan 

and -nd chief executive of Northeast 
.Wiuies, the parentof Ndrtheast Nu

clea, did not dispute a statement 
that, the violations were deliberate, 
burmaid the public had never-been in 
danger. As he left the courthouse 
to4ay, Mr. Morris attributed the vioI lations to "inattention to detail" and 
ý'inadvertence," ' not deregulation.  
?The whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
place Is true, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 

the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
taws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassments,- will come your 
way if you don't." 
SMr. Morris was hired in 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
lss, Judge Robert N. Chatigny

d the plea reflected a commit
t by the company "to be a better 
en in the future than it was in the 

idge Chatigny added that despite 
efforts of those who work in the 
ic interest, "Ultimately, the pub
ias to depend on the good faith.  
esty and integrity of the people 
manage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 

ities, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
agreement should help with the 

us to sell the plant, as required by 
e legislation deregulating the in
try. "The worst thing in the mar
is any kind of uncertainty," she 

d from the company headquarters 
erlin, Conn.  
avid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
ion Center, an environmental 
up in West Hartford, said today's 
a vindicated residents who had 
*n worried about mismanagement 
d safety at the plant. The admis
ns were especially damning, he 
d, because "these companies typi
ly offer to do lust about anything 
weasel out of criminal charges 
d reach some out-of-court settle-

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-room operator li
censes failed Federal exires, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecutors said the corner-cutting 
could havyeput he plant in the hands of 
workers unable to prevent a crisis

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.  
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against tne service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

charged with felonids.- Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 .accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from public 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifyirig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end .the long period in 
which the plant has been' considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treated 
&.e plant as antegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and areproducing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12
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Chairwoman 3ticus 
Nuclear Reg'i 6latory Commission 
11555 Rockv4.lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852

12 October 1999

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commission; 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Powor Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company admnitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED, CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 
irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 
to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 
Island's shbresI 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 
Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 
good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 
large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 
that this ýompany is only looking out for its own best interests, 
It is pair~fully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 
protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Isl~and? 

The-nuclear leaks in Japan and.South Korea last week should 
be a Idud 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 
strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 
operations,; they too fell victim to human error and found 
themselves iill, prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 
effective 4'anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 
and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 
POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 
20 mile r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 
exposure to radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 
behalf.:- We want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 
insist on. adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  
Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 
TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

I 3ss 
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A Record U.S. Fine. at a Connecticut Nuclear-Plant
By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFOkD, Sept. 21-- The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi

fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluited their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
*-oi-,,Aym L-e,. cei'-ed Federa! iiCenses.  

,-•LContinued From Page BI ho Smenl "•.'•.'Y "cifti 

4s in harsh terms, said in today's pastA 
pitoemdings that they had confidence Ju 
i4ftl new managers, the te 
,.Ser the large number of mill- publ 

snoe candidates flunked their liceds- lic h 

deeaests, Investigators discovered hone 
thrsthey had nought in the eregui-d who 
nupiber of training hours nor mas- A 

timo the maneuvers that Millstone Utii 
had falsely claimed, the Government plea 

cttgbed. Some of the candidates pla 
hiven since been retraineb ands are stat 
neti on the job, the company said. dusg 
:Federal prosecutors said econom- ket 
cqiressure brought an by deregusat said 

of the nuclear Industry had con- in B towibtod to the violations. "Rather D 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph Act 

utechison. an assistant.h United gro 
S~stes Attorney, "the shortcut as psea 
t a!,e n so there~was some economic bee 

sriarn o m h and 
isr. Hutchison said complaints by sie 

+ "munity groups and workers at sa 
Mt1)1ants had led to to the three-year cal ""elderal'investigation. * to 

.tephaen C. Robinson, .the United an( 
aw•pn Attorney eor Connecticut, said 
o•t, the agreement, o'No matter who 
*.are, no matter how big or s ow .Zperdul, it you endanger our. citi

, it you violate the law, df you le 
%regulators and choose profits over 
04 pncubc, we will tome after you." 

* '..Iichael G. Morrisat the chairmvapdjkd chief ekticive b.f Northe'ast 

U4lities, the paretntofN rtheast Nu
"cleid did not dispute a statement 

Sthe violations were deliberate, ruFaid the public -had never-been in 
aipger. As he left.the courthouse 
to~ay, Mr. Morris attributed the vio

"" lations to "Inattention to detail" and 
i'nadve..rtence,'; . not- ;deregulation. ' 
.•The whole notion that you react 

differently in a competitive market
blace. is tFe, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
ghese kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassments, will come your 
way if you don't." SMr. Morris was hired in 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
Jess, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
ealled him to the front of *he court

Problems with the training program at. Mill
stone cam~ to 1)ght in 1996 when six of sever& 
candidates for control-ro.Jm operator li
censes failed Federal. ex:rms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecutors said the corner-cutting 
could hav. out the plant in the hands of 
workers unable to nrevent a crisis, 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.' 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

d the plea reflected a commit
t by the company "to be a better 
en in the future than it was in the 

idge Chatigny added that despite 
efforts of those who work in the 
Ic interest, "Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 

esty and integrity of the people 
manage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 

ities, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
agreement should help with the 

as to sell the plant, as required by 
e legislation deregulating the in
try. "The worst thing in the mar
is any kind of uncertainty," she 
I from the company headquarters 
Berlin, Conn.  
avid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
ion Center, an -environmental 
up in West Hartford, said today's 
a vindicated residents who had 
n worried about mismanagement 
safety at the plant. The admis

ns were especially damning, he 
cd, because "these companies typi
ly offer to do just about anything 
weasel out of criminal charges 
d reach some out-of-court settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from public 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifylsig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end .the long period in 
which tih 'plant has been'considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treated 
the plant as anhegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, ansther subsid
iary, Northeast U-Miittes Service 
Company, pleaded gillty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water sunples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Posecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was comilete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and ;650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on te .'-nsuimers.



12 October 1999 
Chairwoman lticus 
Nuclear Regiloatory Commission 
11555 Rockv4lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commmission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, detai.s the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

NortheAst Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company admitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING F'RAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal liCenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsib~le management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operate! this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's sh'res! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is paiilfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 

be a loud 'wake up- call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,; they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves iill prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

eff--cti•v anner. Don t let thi s h1wen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITY! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile'radius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf. We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER *ROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

Co C-1
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By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the -prob!em fr'3m Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

"'-" Continued From Page B1 hope 
.,men 

• .citiz 
f44s in harsh terms, said in today's past 
ppooeedings that they had confidence Ji 
i4tlie new managers. the 
.:A4er the large number of Mill- pub 

slope candidates flunked their licens- lic 
l• ýtests, investigators discovered hon 
thp-they had not put in the required who 
nli•ber of training hours nor mas- A 
teja the maneuvers that Millstone Util 
had falsely claimed, the Government pieJ 
c•iged. Some of the candidates piai 
hgvef since been retrxiined and are stal 
ne* on the job, the company said. dus 

:Federal prosecutors said econom- ket 
1iq.'ressure brought on by deregula- sai 
toti of the nuclear industry had con- in 
ttlbuted to the violations. "Rather 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph Ac' 
C.-,Jiut 'chison, an asa-istant. United gro 
Siates Attorney, "the shortcut was ple 
"tIxen so there was some economic bee 
sl~ng." an 

ciiimunity groups and workers at sal 
"tl)lants had led to to the three-year cal 
P•leral investigation, to 
'tephen C. Robinsoi, .the United an 

States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of .the agreement, '.'N) matter who 
yi are, no matter how big or how 

* powerful, if you endaiger our citi
zps, if you violate the law, If you lie 
t%.regulators and choose profits over 
t..l public, we will come after you." 

.ýlichael G. Moiris, the chairm.an 
apdjnd chief exective bf Northeast 
Uflities, the parent'ofNOrtheast Nu
clear, did not dispute a statement 
titr the violations were deliberate, 

Ibo'eald the public-had, never-been in 
dlnger. As he left the courthouse 
to4ay. Mr. Morris attributed the vio4 "lations to "inattention to detail" and 
i'inadvertence," not. deregulation.  
•The whole notion that you react 

differently in a competitive market
.lace is true, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
%aws and the requirements because 
;hese kind of fines, these kinds of 
eFmbarrassments,- will come your 
way if you don't." SMr. Morris was hired in 1997, after 
the offenses took plice. Neverthe
Iess, Judge Robert N. Chatigny

ed the plea reflected a commit
.t by the company "to be a better 
en in the future than it was in the 

edge Chatigny added that despite 
efforts of those who work in the 
lic interest, "Ultimately, the pub
has to depend on the good faith, 
esty and integrity of the people 

manage our large companies." 
Sspokeswoman for Northeast 
ities, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
a agreement should help with the 
ns to sell the plant, as required by 
te legislation deregulating the in
try. "The worst thing in the mar
is any kind of uncertainty," she 

d from the company headquarters 
Berlin, Conn.  
)avid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
tion Center, an environmental 
oup in West Hartford. said today's 
a vindicated residents who had 
en worried about mismanagement 
d safety at the plant. The admis
ns were especiaily- daimning. he 
id, because "these companies typi
Ily offer to do just about anything 
weasel out of criminal charges 

d reach some out-of-court settle-

ment." In addition to the 23 counts involv
ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 milion to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650.000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-raom operator li
censes failed Federal exams, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecltors said the corner-cutting 

could have ppt _ the plant in the hand, of 
workers unable to prevent a crisis.  

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when 'he com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.  
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been'

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from public 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifyirig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end.the long period in 
which the plant has been' considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treated 
the plant as an iegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of tJe three repctnrs is heing 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12



V, October 1999
Chairwoman )icus 
Nuclear Reg•ilatory Commission 
11555 Rockvylle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the CommMission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Powgr Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company adz.itted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 
irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith,. honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is painfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 
be a loud 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 
operations,: they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves iill. prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective 4anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 3S,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a publ'ic official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalfco We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

A t.* ZS'yPyv;,ý S1V21Q4 3
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HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent Information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

"'-"• Continued From Page BI hoped 
Continued ment "-' '- citize, 

fi,,4s in harsh terms, said in today's past.' 
ldoeedlngs that they had confidence Jud 
I.t*le new managers, the ef 

After the large number of Mill- public 
sk'e candidates flunked their Ilcens- lic ha 
hyg jests, Investigators discovered hones 
týht.hey had not put in the required who nunber of training hours nor mas- A 

tereil the maneuvers that Millstone Utiliti 
had falsely claimed, the Government pleas 
cfaFlged. Some of the candidates plans 
have since been retrained fnd are state 
ne* on the job, the company said. dustr' 
!,,ederai prosecutors said econom- ket is 

iq.pressure brought on by deregula- said I 
t1oh of the nuclear industry had con- in Be 
t4lbuted to the violations. "Rather Da' 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph Actio, 
C..)Iutchison, an assistant United group 
StAtes Attorney, "the shortcut was plea 
taken so there was some economic been, 
s-.ing." and s 

I r. Hutchison said complaints by sions 
cebmunlty groups and workers at said, 
taplants had led to to the three-year caily 
Peberal investigation, to we 

:ýtephen C. Robinson, the United and r 
Stites Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of.,the agreement, "'No matter who 
ybp are, no matter how big or how 
powerful, It you endanger our cfti
zj.s, if you violate the law, It you lie 
tQ.regulators and choose profits over 
tho public, we will come after you." 
•.•4chael G. Mozrls, the chairman 

aNdypnd chief ekxeutive of Northeast 
.UtJtles, the pareht'ofNOrtheast Nu
clea', did not dispute a statement 
thi.- the violations were deliberate, 
bur-said the public-had never-been in 
dOtner. As he left the courthouse 
today, Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
'linadvertence," . not ;deregulation.  
","The whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
6lace. is true, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassmenta. will come your 
way if you don't." 
SMr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
tess, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
ealied him to the front of 'he court 
shiq mnrntnP, and told him sternlv he

'By MIKE ALLEN

the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
n in the future than it was in the 

ge Chatigny added that despite 
forts of those who work in the 
interest, "Ultimately, the pub

s to depend on the good faith, 
ty and integrity of the people 
nanage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 
es, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
greement should help with the 
to sell the plant, as required by 
legislation deregulating the In
y. "The worst thing in the mar
any kind of uncertainty," she 

rom the company headquarters 
rlin, Conn.  
vid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
n Center, an environmental 
in West Hartford, said today's 

vindicated residents who had 
worried about mismanagement 
afety at the plant. The admis
were especially damning, he 

because "these companies typi
offer to do just about anything 
asel out of criminal charges 
each some out-of-court settle-

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-ro;6m operator li
censes failed Federal exAms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecQtors said the corner-cutting 
could .yepu. atehanao 
workers unable to prevent a crisis

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.' 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operation, s 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant In Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that Individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut In Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $I million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine at a Connecticut Nuclear Plant
charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from puhlic 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifying records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end.the long period in 
which tli j'pant has beeri'considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. Ir 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treat, d 
the plant as ahlegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the uti!ity has hired new exoc
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12



12 October 1999 
Chairwoman )ticus 
Nuclear Regilatory Commission 
11555 Rockvwlle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear ChairwQman Dicus and Members of the Commnission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 

1999, detai~s the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 

Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 

Nuclear Pow~r Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 

company adm-tted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 

information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 

federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsib~le management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of-the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this company is only looking out for its own best interests.  

It is painfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect thq public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 

be a loud 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations, they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves iill prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective 4anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITt! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile radius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalft- We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER 'ROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

ox o / 
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By MIKE ALLEN 
HARTFORD, Sept. 27- The owner of the 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station In eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million In fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant In this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

' " Continued From Page BI hopec 
__________ment 

- citize 
fi~i'gs in harsh terms, said in today's past.' 
pOFoeedlngs that they had confidence Jud 
ii.tlie new managers. the e .,ter the large number of Mill- publi 
sicse candidates flunked their licens- lic ha 
ifg tests. investigators discovered hones 
lt.sthey had not put in the required who 
nufnler of training hours nor mas- A 
toe the maneuvers that Millstone Utilit 
hal falsely claimed, the Government plea 
chtmged. Some of the candidates plans 
hpve since been retrained 6ind are state 
no* on the job, the company said. dustr 
•',.ederal prosecutors said econom- ket It 

iq.pressure brought on by deregula- saidI 
tUoti of the nuclear industry had con- in Be 
ttlibuted to the violations. "Rather Da 
thim treat the problem," said Joseph Actio 
C4}lutchison, an assistant United grout 
S(htes Attorney, "the shortcut was plea 
tj..en so there was some economic been sa•,tng."an and 
-. r. }utchison said complaints by sions 

c~bfmunity groups and workers at said, 
t=,plants had led to to the three-year cally 
lPieral Investigation. to w 

-tephen C. Robinson, the United and 
States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of.,'the agreement, '.'No matter who 
yoi are, no matter how big or how 
powerful, if you endanger our cfti
ziýs, if you violate the law, It you lIle 
tQ.regulators and choose profits over 
"tls public, we will come after you." 
'.4lchael G. Moirls, the chairman 

apdp.jnd chief ekxeutive of Northeast 
UtIlities, the parehtoflNortheast Nu
cle'r, did not dispute a statement 
that' the violations were deliberate, 
butraid the public -had never-been In 
dbýnger. As he left the courthouse 
today, Mr. Morris attributed the vlo
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
"i'inadvertence," . not. deregulation.  
ýThe whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
Olace Is trie, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
Laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
ersbarrassments. will come your 
way if you don't." 
SMr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the.offenses took place. Neverthe
ess, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 

ealled him to the front of *he court 
this morning Rod told him qtp'rnlv 5w

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-ro6dm operator li
censes failed Federal. exAms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecutors said the corner-cutting 
colhIyejip the na i banti _ ds-L 
workers unable to Drevent a crisis.  

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.' 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

d the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
n In the future than it was in the 

dge Chatigny added that despite 
fforts of those who work In the 
c interest, "Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 
sty and integrity of the people 
manage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 
ies, Mary Jo Kea-ting,-said 4he 
agreement should help with the 
to sell the plant, as required by 
legislation deregulating the in
y. "The worst thing in the mar
s any kind of uncertainty," she 
rom the company headquarters 
rlin, Conn.  
vid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
in Center, an environmental 
p in West Hartford, said today's 
vindicated residents who had 
worried about mismanagement 

safety at the plant. The admis
were especially damning, he 

because "these companies typi
offer to do just about anything 

easel out of criminal charges 
reach some out-of-court settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 
began the industry's plunge from pubiic 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifyilg records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end .the long period in 
which thi$jIant has bee' considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power Industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treat,,d 
the plant as anlegregious example of lax 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are'oroducing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts Involv.  

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant In Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation wpq-coontinuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million In fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the UniverSity of Connecti
cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said It did not Intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine at a Connecticut Nuclear Plant

0 
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12 October 1999 
Chairwoman Iticus 
Nuclear Regitlatory Commission 
11555 Rockv.lle Pike 
Rockville, M1aryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Communission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 

Nuclear Powpr Plant in Waterford, Connecticut

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company adrNitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED: CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 
to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 

Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this Oompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is pair~fully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and.South Korea last week should 

be a loud wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,: they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves ill prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective 4anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILITY! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile r~dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure to radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf. We Want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.  

SA i
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By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

.%, hoped :,, Continued From Page BI ment 

- citize 
fjrss in harsh terms, said in today's past.  
1peoeedlngs that they had confidence Jud 
irtlfie new managers, the el 
'After the large number of Mill- pubil 

sope candidates flunked their licens- lic ha 
izf4 :ests, investigators discovered hones 
t.ht'they had not put in the required who 
nutnber of training hours nor mas- A 
toreji the maneuvers that Millstone Utilit 
hadfaIsely claimed, the Government plea 
cfigied. Some of the candidates plans 
hAve since been retrained hod are state 
neo* on the job, the company said. dustr 
•-Pederal prosecutors said econom- ket Is 

lq.pressure brought on by deregula- said I 
tdoh of the nuclear Industry had con- in Be 
tflbuted to the violations. "Rather Da 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph Actio 
d.• Hutchison, an assistant United group 
5(Jtes Attorney, "the shortcut was plea 
taken so there was some economic been 
s:.ng' and s 
p'r. Hutchison said complaints by sions 

co' c munlty groups and workers at said, 
thiplants had led to to the three-year cally 
Peberal Investigation. to wl 
'tephen C. Robinson, the United and 

States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of.,the agreement, I'.No matter who 
y6.o are, no matter how big or how 
powerful, if you endanger our cftl
zkts, If you violate the law, if you lie 
t%.regulators and choose profits over 
tIo public, we will come after you." 

,4llchael G. Mokrls, the chairman 
apd~and chief excutilve of Northeast 
Utilities, the parentof Northeast Nu
cdee', did not dispute a statement 
that- the violations were deliberate, 
brt'-aaid the public-had never-been In 
dhbner. As he left the courthouse 
today, Mr. Morris attributed the vio
lations to "inattention to detail" and 
t'inadvertence," not deregulation.  
"T!'he whole notion that you react 
differently In a competitive market
ýlace Is true, but it doesn't cause this 
kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "it's 
better to operate within all of the 
laws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassmenta,. will come your 
way if you don't." 
, Mr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the-offenses took place. Neverthe
rss, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
talled him to the front of 'he court 
this morning, and told him 5tPrntv h1

Problems wit h the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-rocim operator li
censes failed Federal exAms, prosecutors 
said..  

In presenting the evidence In court today, 
the proseculors said the corner-cutting 

ýQul h.yep .t jthe 
workers unable to prevent a crisis, 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the corn
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty." 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

I the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
n In the future than It was in the 

Ige Chatigny added that despite 
'forts of those who work In the 
c interest, "Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 
ty and integrity of the people 
nanage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 
ies, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
agreement should help with the 
to sell the plant, as required by 
legislation deregulating the In
y. "The worst thing in the mar
any kind of uncertainty," she 

rom the company headquarters 
rin, Conn.  
vid M. Plttinos or the Toxics 
n Center, an environmental 
un West Hartford, said today's 
vindicated residents who had 
worried about mismanagement 
afety at the plant. The admis
were especially damning, he 

because "these companies typi
offer to do just about anything 
easel out of criminal charges 
reach some out-of-court settle-

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which
began the industry's plunge from pubkic 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 
guilty to falsifyidg records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to
day's pleas would end.the long period in 
which t0i•'01ant has beený' considered a na
tional symbol of mismanagement in the 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 
the previous record for a fine levied against 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. Ir 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treat. d 
the plant as antiegregious example of ];Lx 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 
were shut down under orders from the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission because of 
problems with design, safety and paper
work. One of the three reactors is being 
decommissioned, while the other two have 
been restarted and are 'producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exec
utives and taken steps that it says would 
prevent violations in the future. Federal 
prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts Involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary, Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
"company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals mignt be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines, 
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut In Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts were not tax deductible. The 
company said It did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

A Record U.S. Fine'at a Connecticut Nuclear Plant



12 October 1999 
Chairwoman !Picus 
Nuclear Regilatory Commission 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Commnission: 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies}! The 
company admitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 
UNQUALIFIED; CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 
irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 
to operate! this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 
Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 
Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 
good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 
large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 
that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is pairnfully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 
protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The-nuclear leaks in Japan and-South Korea last week should 
be a l6ud wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 
strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 
operations,: they too fell victim to human error and found 
themselves ill, prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

.. effective rianner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 
and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 
POSSIBILITY! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 
meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 
20 mile r4dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 
exposure t6 radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 
behalf;• We want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 
insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  
Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 
TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.
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By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 
Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa
ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 
agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996, 

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 
reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 
Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 
hour during 1996 and that testers at the 
company had diluted their samples with 
ocean water to hide the problem from Fed
eral regulators.  

Federal prosecutors said today that they 
were unable to prove environmental harm 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after it 
submitted fraudulent information to the Nu
clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control
room operators received Federal licenses.  

Continued From Page BI hope ""_______ merit 
" citize 

I qsgs in harsh terms, said in today's past.  
Ip4oeedings that they had confidence Ju 
id.tie new managers. the e 
.A•Aer the large number of Mill- publi 

sip; candidates flunked their licens- lic h 
i.I.R4 sts. investigators discovered hone, 
thgphey had not put in the required who 
niiiber of training hours nor mas- A 
t•j'eo the maneuvers that Millstone Utili 
had falsely claimed, the Government plea 
c"6,ed. Some of the candidates plan.  
have' since been retrained and are state 
nae on the job, the company said. dust 
•F.ederal prosecutors said econom- ket I 
Uqpressure brought on by deregula- said 

of the nuclear industry had con- in B 
ttftted to the violations. "Rather Da 
thin treat the problem," said Joseph Acti 
Cýuitchison, an assistant United grou 
S(Ates Attomey, "the shortout was plea 
t.Iten so there: was some economic b 
S '.1g." and 
P•r. Hutchison said complaints by sion: 

cO~munity groups and workers at said 
-plants had led to IQ the three-year cally 
eral investigation, to w 

.tephen C. Robinson,.the United and 
Sates Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of.,the agreement, !'No matter who 
yop. are, no matter how big or how 
lpyerful, If you endanger our. ctti
zWa, it you violate the law, If you lie 
%9 regulators and choose profits over 
tis public, we will come after you." 
" 4Ichael G. Mo.grks, the c.airM•_n 

qAn chief exk-utive of Northeast 
LkRllies, the parentof'NWrtheast Nu
cle*, did not dispute a statement 
th~r the violations were deliberate, 
b4'aid the public-had never-been in 
&daper. As he left .the courthouse 
io..y, Mr. Morris attributed the vio
l=tions to "inattention to detail" and 
"inadvertence," . not. deregulation.: 
!T1e whole notion that you react 
differently in a competitive market
lac.l Uee, but It doesn't cause this 

kind of behavior," he said. He said 
the lesson for plant owners was "It's 
better to operate within all of the 
Iaws and the requirements because 
these kind of fines, these kinds of 
embarrassmentsi, will come your 
way if you don't." 
i Mr. Morris was hired In 1997, after 
the offenses took place. Neverthe
1ess, Judge Robert N. Chatigny 
fallfd hi-n to t-, tront of 'h' ernrt

I the plea reflected a commit
by the company "to be a better 
n in the future than it was in the 
1, 

dge Chatigny added that despite 
fforts of those who work in the 
c interest, "Ultimately, the pub
as to depend on the good faith, 
sty and integrity of the people 
manage our large companies." 
spokeswoman for Northeast 

ties, Mary Jo Keating, said the 
agreement should help with the 
s to sell the plant, as required by 
legislation deregulating the In

ry. "The worst thing in the mar
s any kind of uncertainty," she 
from the company headquarters 
erlin, Conn.  
avid M. Pittinos of the Toxics 
an Center, an environmental 
p in West Hartford, said today's 
vindicated residents who had 

I worried about mismanagement 
safety at the plant. The admis
s were especially damning, he 
because "these companies typi
offer to do just about anything 

ieasel out of criminal charges 
reach some out-of-court settle-

ment." 
In addition to the 23 counts involv

ing the nuclear plant, another subsid
iary. Northeast Utilities Service 
Company, pleaded guilty to two felo
nies resulting from the use of a fire 
hose to dilute water samples taken at 
Devon Station, a coal-fired power 
plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 
that their case against the service 
company was complete, but that 
their investigation was continuing 
and that individuals might be pros
ecuted.  

As part of the $10 million in fines.  
Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 
$1 million to endow a business ethics 
chair at the University of Connecti
cut In Storrs, and $650,000 for an 
environmental clinic at Its School of 
Engineering; $1 million to help local 
towns buy riverfront land for conver
sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 
Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 
group, for its leadership camp for 
disadvantaged city youth.  

The agreement specified that the 
gifts. were not tax deductible. The 
company said it did not intend to 
pass the costs on to consumers.

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 
candidates for control-room operator li
censes failed Federal. exams, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 
the prosecuttors said the corner-cutting 
could hay t the Plant in the hands of 
workers unable to prevent a crisis, 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
records and promoting 
the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com
pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.' 
As part of the plea agreement, the company 
was put on three years' probation, which 
allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
more closely.  

The Millstone case is just the second time 
that a nuclear power plant owner had been

charged with felonies. Fifteen years agi 
after the 1979 accident at the Three Mil 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., whic 
began the industry's plunge from publi 
acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleade 
guilty to falslfyig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped ti 
day's pleas would end .the long period i 
which tfe plant has been', considered a nm 
tional symbol of mismanagement in ti 
nuclear power industry. Millstone had he] 
the previous record for a fine levied again: 
a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. 1 
1986, a Time magazine cover story treate 
the plant as aniegregious example of la 
enforcement of Federal regulations.  

The three reactors in Waterford, Conr 
were shut down under orders from the Ni 
clear Regulatory Commission because 4 
problems with design, safety and pape 
work. One of the three reactors is bein 
decommissioned, while the other two ha% 
been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new exe, 
utives and taken steps that it says woul 
prevent violations in the future. Feder; 
prosecutors, while describing the old o 

Continued on Page B12
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Chairwoman ]ticus 
Nuclear Regilatory Commission 
11555 Rockv lle Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

Dear Chairwoman Dicus and Members of the Cozmmission; 

The enclosed article from The New York Times, September 27, 
1999, details the deliberate wrong doing on the part of Northeast 
Utilities Nuclear Energy Company in the operation of Millstone 
Nuclear Power Plant in Waterford, Connecticut.  

Northeast Utilities PLED GUILTY to 23 felonies!! The 
company adz-ýitted to FALSIFYING records and SUBMITTING FRAUDULENT 
information to the Nuclear Regulatory Committee so that 12 

UNQUALIFIED; CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS were promoted and received 
federal licenses. In spite of this history of corrupt and 

irresponsible management, the NRC continues to allow this company 

to operatei this dangerous plant a mere 12 miles from Long 
Island's shbres! 

Judge Chatigny responded to the felony charges against 

Northeast Utilities: "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the 

good faith, honesty and integrity of the people who manage our 

large companies." These were criminal acts! It seems very clear 

that this qompany is only looking out for its own best interests.  
It is paixifully clear that the NRC is not doing its job to 

protect th§ public. Who is responsible to protect the residents 
of Long Island? 

The nuclear leaks in Japan and South Korea last week should 

be a 1oud 'wake up call to everyone! Although Japan holds the 

strictest regulations and security measures over nuclear energy 

operations,: they too fell victim to human error and found 

themselves iill. prepared to handle the accident in a timely and 

effective 4anner. Don't let this happen here! 

In light of Northeast Utility's track record of violations 

and deliberate wrong doings, an ACCIDENT AT MILLSTONE is a LIKELY 

POSSIBILIT±! A Congressional Subcommittee concluded that a 

meltdown at Millstone would devastate communities in at least a 

20 mile r~dius, causing at least 23,000 immediate deaths from 

exposure t6 radiation and 38,000 eventual cancer deaths.  

As a public official, it is imperative that you act on our 

behalf.; We want Millstone closed down. Until that time we 

insist on adequate emergency plans that include Long Island.  

Please respond to this letter. Please tell me WHAT YOU ARE DOING 

TO BETTER PROTECT US FROM THE DANGERS POSED BY MILLSTONE.
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By MIKE ALLEN 

HARTFORD, Sept. 27 - The owner of the 

Millstone Nuclear Power Station in eastern 
Connecticut admitted today that it had falsi
fied environmental records and deliberately 
promoted unqualified plant operators. The 
owner, Northeast Nuclear Energy Compa

ny, pleaded guilty to 23 Federal felonies and 

agreed to pay $10 million in fines, the largest 
penalty ever for a nuclear plant in this 
country.  

The violations took place from 1994 to 
1996.  

In entering the guilty plea in United 
States District Court here, Northeast admit
ted that hydrazine, a toxic chemical used to 

reduce corrosion of pipes, had gushed into 

Long Island Sound at a rate of one gallon an 

hour during 1996 and that testers at the 

company had diluted their samples with 

ocean water to hide the problem from Fed

eral regulators.  
Federal prosecutors said today that the) 

were unable to prove environmental harrr 
from the hydrazine.  

The company also admitted that after i: 

submitted fraudulent information to the Nu 

clear Regulatory Commission, 12 control 
room operators received Federal licenses

honed the plea reflected a commit- r
* '"' Continued From Page B I ment by the company "to be a better In adOition to the 2, cunts n 

citizen in the future than it was in the ing the nuclear plant, another subsid

fqis in harsh terms, said in today's past," lary, Northeast Utilities Service 

prGoeedings that they had confidence Judge Chatigny added that despite Company, pleaded guilty to two felo

istlife new managers. the efforts of those who work in the nies resulting from the use of a fire 

.:tiker the large number of Mill- public interest, "Ultimately, the pub- hose to dilute water samples taken at 

slope candidates flunked their licens- lic has to depend on the good faith, Devon Station, a coal-fired power 

id* jests, investigators discovered honesty and integrity of the people plant in Milford. Prosecutors said 

thjLthey had not put in the required who manage our large companies." that their case against the service 

n6n•ber of training hours nor mas- A spokeswoman for Northeast company was complete, but that 

teg, e the maneuvers that Millstone Utilities, Mary Jo Keating, said the their investigation was continuing 

hailfalsely claimed, the Government plea agreement should help with the and that individuals might be pros

clhSied. Some of the candidates plans to sell the plant, as required by ecuted.  

hgve' since been retrained and are state legislation deregulating the in- As part of the $10 million in fines, 

noe$ on the job, the company said. dustry. "The worst thing in the mar- Northeast Utilities agreed to donate 

-:Federal prosecutors said econom- ket is any kind of uncertainty," she $1 million to endow a business ethics 

iq 'ressure brought on by deregula- said from the company headquarters chair at the University of Connecti

t0oh of the nuclear industry had con- in Berlin, Conn. cut in Storrs, and $650,000 for an 

t~ibuted to the violations. "Rather David M. Pittinos of the Toxics environmental clinic at its School of 

thin treat the problem," said Joseph Action Center, an environmental Engineering; $1 million to help local 

C,.)utchison, an assistant United group in West Hartford, said today's towns buy riverfront land for conver

S(AteS Attorney, "the shortcut was plea vindicated residents who had sion into public parks, and $650,000 to 

ta. n so there was some economic been worried about mismanagement Riverfront Recapture, a Hartford 

'- -ng. and safety at the plant. The admis- group, for its leadership camp for 

r. Hutchison said complaint sions were especially damning, he disadvantaged city youth.  

co•munity groups and workers at said, because " these companies typi- The agreement specified that the 

_hiplants had led to to the three-year cally offer to do just about anything gifts were not tax deductible. The 

Ptieral investigation. to weasel out of criminal charges company said it did not intend to 

't C Ronbison the United and reach some out-of-court settle- pass the costs on to consumers.  

States Attorney for Connecticut, said 
of.,the agreement, '''No matter who 

y* are, no matter how big or how 

powerful. if you endanger our citi

.•,s, if you violate the law, It you lie 

tQregulators and choose profits over 

th4 public, we will come after you." 
,=. ichaei G. Morris, the chairmag 

apdllnd chief ekxective of Northeast 
tkllities, the parent of'Northeast Nu
clei'r, did not dispute a statement 

tlmr the violations were deliberate, 
mt-t'aid the public had never-been in 

da.ger. As he left the courthouse 
to4ay, Mr. Morris attributed the vio

lations to "inattention to detail" and 

".'inadvertence," .not deregulation. 6 r / 
"The whole notion that you react 

J 

differently in a competitive market- 
, 

place is true, but it doesn't cause this 

tind of behavior," he said. He said j:-.

the lesson for plant owners was "it's s 
, 

better to operate within all of the 

*aws and the requirements because 

these kind of fines, these kinds of 

embarrassments, will come your 
way if you don't." 
. Mr. Morris was hired in 1997, after 

the offenses took place. Neverthe
less, Judge Robert N. Chatigny

Problems with the training program at Mill
stone came to light in 1996 when six of seven 

candidates for control-room operator li

censes failed Federal exAms, prosecutors 
said.  

In presenting the evidence in court today, 

the prosecutors said the corner-cutting 
C~sld hpv•..it, the plant in the hands of 

workers unable to prevent a crisis 

The investigation, previously secret, 

Admitting falsifying 
"records and promoting 

the unqualified.  

came to light in court today when the com

pany waived indictment and pleaded guilty.  

SAs part of the plea agtreement, the companY 

was put on three years' probation, which 

t allows prosecutors to monitor operations 
- more closely.  
i- The Millstone case is just the second time 

that a nuclear power plant owner had been

charged with felonies. Fifteen years ago, after the 1979 accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant near Harrisburg, Pa., which 

began the industry's plunge from public 

acceptance, Metropolitan Edison pleaded 

guilty to falsifyifig records at the plant.  

Officials at Millstone said they hoped to

day's pleas would end.the long period in 

which the plant has been' considered a na

tional symbol of mismanagement in the 

nuclear power industry. Millstone had held 

the previous record for a fine levied against 

a nuclear plant - $2.1 million in 1997. In 

1986, a Time magazine cover story treated 

the plant as an iegregious example of lax 

enforcement of Federal regulations.  
The three reactors in Waterford, Conn., 

were shut down under orders from the Nu

clear Regulatory Commission because of 

problems with design, safety and paper

work. One of the three reactors is' being 

decommissioned, while the other two have 

been restarted and are producing energy.  

Since 1996, the utility has hired new execo 

utives and taken steps that it says would 

prevent violations in the future. Federal 

prosecutors, while describing the old of

Continued on Page B12
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UNITED STATES 
0 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

No Name 
No Address 

Dear: 

I have been asked to respond to your letter dated October 12, 1999, to former Chairman Dicus, 
expressing your concerns about the continued operation of the Millstone nuclear power plants. I 
would like to address your concerns arising from the New York Times article dated 
September 28, 1999, which reported the record fine the Northeast Nuclear Energy Company 
(NNECO) agreed to pay as a result of their guilty plea to 25 felony counts.  

As the same article points out, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ordered the Millstone 
plants to shut down as a result of some of the very problems you cited. During this period, not 
only were there investigations, which resulted in the historic fines, but the NRC also established 
a special oversight organization in the NRC Region I office and at NRC headquarters to inspect 
and follow the licensee's progress and efforts to address and correct management and technical 
problems that NRC inspectors had uncovered. The extent of the problems and the corrective 
actions, which eventually led to the Commission decision to allow the restart of Millstone Unit 3 
and later Unit 2, are well documented in reports, public meetings, and Commission meetings.  
The documentation of the inspection reports and meeting activities is available either on the 
NRC web site <www.nrc.gov> or in the NRC Public Document Room, e-mail <pdr(.nrc.gov> or 
call 1-800-397-4209. There is a minimal charge of $0.08 per page of printed material should 
you wish to obtain a hard copy of any of the documentation.  

Judge Chatigny's remark, "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the good faith, honesty and 
integrity of the people who manage our large companies." is fundamental to the regulatory 
process to ensure continued safe operation of nuclear power plants. An additional 
consideration, however, is the oversight role of Federal agencies, such as the NRC, in regulated 
industries, such as commercial nuclear power. It was, in fact, through the oversight role that 
many of the problems at Millstone surfaced.  

The Millstone plants remained shutdown until the Commission was convinced that all of the 
problems that caused the units to be shut down were corrected, and that the licensee could 
operate the facilities safely and in compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations.  
There were extensive changes in management at the operating facilities and at NNECO in 
general. Our confidence in the new managers was an important factor in evaluating the 
commitment NNECO has made to ensure the safe operation of their licensed facilities. Even 
though the Millstone units have been authorized to operate, the NRC continues to provide extra 
resources to maintain an ongoing assessment of the licensee performance. Specifically, the 
NRC formed the Millstone Assessment Panel (MAP) to not only assess the licensee's 
performance, but also to provide oversight of NRC activities, make recommendations for 
enhanced inspection activities, provide NRC management and the Commission with periodic



No Name -2

status reports, and conduct periodic public meetings with NNECO and their contractor, Little 
Harbor Consultants, to discuss licensee performance.  

The NRC is committed to the level of regulatory oversight needed to continue monitoring the 
performance of Millstone to ensure that public health and safety are adequately protected. I 
appreciate you bringing your concerns to the attention of the NRC.  

Sincerely, 

Elinor G. Adensam, Director 
Project Directorate I 
Division of Licensing Project Management 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation



Letter to Multiple Addressees 
(see attached list) 

Dear Addressee: 

I have been asked to respond to your letter dated October 12, 1999, to former Chairman Dicus, 
expressing your concerns about the continued operation of the Millstone nuclear power plants.  
I would like to address your concerns arising from the New York Times article dated September 
28, 1999, which reported the record fine the Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) 
agreed to pay as a result of their guilty plea to 25 felony counts.  

As the same article points out, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ordered the Millstone 
plants to shut down as a result of some of the very problems you cited. During this period, not 
only were there investigations, which resulted in the historic fines, but the NRC also established 
a special oversight organization in the NRC Region I office and at NRC headquarters to inspect 
and follow the licensee's progress and efforts to address and correct management and 
technical problems that NRC inspectors had uncovered. The extent of the problems and the 
corrective actions, which eventually led to the Commission decision to allow the restart of 
Millstone Unit 3 and later Unit 2, are well documented in reports, public meetings, and 
Commission meetings. The documentation of the inspection reports and meeting activities is 
available either on the NRC web site <www.nrc.gov> or in the NRC Public Document Room, e
mail <pdr@nrc.gov> or call 1-800-397-4209. There is a minimal charge of $0.08 per page of 
printed material should you wish to obtain a hard copy of any of the documentation.  

Judge Chatigny's remark, "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the good faith, honesty and 
integrity of the people who manage our large companies." is fundamental to the regulatory 
process to ensure continued safe operation of nuclear power plants. An additional 
consideration, however, is the oversight role of Federal agencies, such as the NRC, in 
regulated industries, such as commercial nuclear power. It was, in fact, through the oversight 
role that many of the problems at Millstone surfaced.  

The Millstone plants remained shutdown until the Commission was convinced that all of the 
problems that caused the units to be shut down were corrected, and that the licensee could 
operate the facilities safely and in compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations.  
There were extensive changes in management at the operating facilities and at NNECO in 
general. Our confidence in the new managers was an important factor in evaluating the 
commitment NNECO has made to ensure the safe operation of their licensed facilities. Even 
though the Millstone units have been authorized to operate, the NRC continues to provide extra 
resources to maintain an ongoing assessment of the licensee performance. Specifically, the 
NRC formed the Millstone Assessment Panel (MAP) to not only assess the licensee's 
performance, but also to provide oversight of NRC activities, make recommendations for 
enhanced inspection activities, provide NRC management and the Commission with periodic 
status reports, and conduct periodic public meetings with NNECO and their contractor, Little 
Harbor Consultants, to discuss licensee performance.  

The NRC is committed to the level of regulatory oversight needed to continue monitoring the 
performance of Millstone to ensure that public health and safety are adequately protected. I 
appreciate you bringing your concerns to the attention of the NRC.

Sincerely,



Elinor G. Adensam, Director 
Project Directorate I 
Division of Licensing Project Management 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation



*.ARE~, 40. UNITED STATES 
0 oNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
Z WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

Sally S. Booth 
127 Madison Street 
Sag Harbor, NY I-9,963-.  

Dear Ms. Booth: 

I have been asked to respond to your letter dated October 12, 1999, to former Chairman Dicus, 
expressing your concerns about the continued operation of the Millstone nuclear power plants. I 
would like to address your concerns arising from the New York Times article dated 
September 28, 1999, which reported the record fine the Northeast Nuclear Energy Company 
(NNECO) agreed to pay as a result of their guilty plea to 25 felony counts.  

As the same article points out, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ordered the Millstone 
plants to shut down as a result of some of the very problems you cited. During this period, not 
only were there investigations, which resulted in the historic fines, but the NRC also established 
a special oversight organization in the NRC Region I office and at NRC headquarters to inspect 
and follow the licensee's progress and efforts to address and correct management and technical 
problems that NRC inspectors had uncovered. 'The extent of the problems and the corrective 
actions, which eventually led to the Commission decision to allow the restart of Millstone Unit 3 
and later Unit 2, are well documented in reports, public meetings, and Commission meetings.  
The documentation of the inspection reports and meeting activities is available either on the 
NRC web site <www.nrc.gov> or in the NRC Public Document Room, e-mail <Qdrenrc..ov> or 
call 1-800-397-4209. There is a minimal charge of $0.08 per page of printed material should 
you wish to obtain a hard copy of any of the documentation.  

Judge Chatigny's remark, "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the good faith, honesty and 
integrity of the people who manage our large companies." is fundamental to the regulatory 
process to ensure continued safe operation of nuclear power plants. An additional 
consideration, however, is the oversight role of Federal agencies, such as the NRC, in regulated 
industries, such as commercial nuclear power. It was, in fact, through the oversight role that 
many of the problems at Millstone surfaced.  

The Millstone plants remained shutdown until the Commission was convinced that all of the 
problems that caused the units to be shut down were corrected, and that the licensee could 
operate the facilities safely and in compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations.  
There were extensive changes in management at the operating facilities and at NNECO in 
general. Our confidence in the new managers was an important factor in evaluating the 
commitment NNECO has made to ensure the safe operation of their licensed facilities. Even 
though the Millstone units have been authorized to operate, the NRC continues to provide extra 
resources to maintain an ongoing assessment of the licensee performance. Specifically, the 
NRC formed the Millstone Assessment Panel (MAP) to not only assess the licensee's 
performance, but also to provide oversight of NRC activities, make recommendations for 
enhanced inspection activities, provide NRC management and the Commission with periodic



0 A. UNITED STATES 
0 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555-0001 

Bobbie Cohen 
20 Collinwood Drive 
Sag Harbor, NY 11963 

Dear Ms. Cohen: 

I have been asked to respond to your letter dated October 12, 1999, to former Chairman Dicus, 
expressing your concerns about the continued operation of the Millstone nuclear power plants. I 
would like to address your concerns arising from the New York Times article dated 
September 28, 1999, which reported the record fine the Northeast Nuclear Energy Company 
(NNECO) agreed to pay as a result of their guilty plea to 25 felony counts.  

As the same article points out, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) ordered the Millstone 
plants to shut down as a result of some of the very problems you cited. During this period, not 
only were there investigations, which resulted in the historic fines, but the NRC also established 
a special oversight organization in the NRC Region I office and at NRC headquarters to inspect 
and follow the licensee's progress and efforts to address and correct management and technical 
problems that NRC inspectors had uncovered. The extent of the problems and the corrective 
actions, which eventually led to the Commission decision to allow the restart of Millstone Unit 3 
and later Unit 2, are well documented in reports, public meetings, and Commission meetings.  
The documentation of the inspection reports and meeting activities is available either on the 
NRC web site <www.nrc.gov> or in the NRC Public Document Room, e-mail <l:dr0)nrc.pov> or 
call 1-800-397-4209. There is a minimal charge of $0.08 per page of printed material should 
you wish to obtain a hard copy of any of the documentation.  

Judge Chatigny's remark, "Ultimately, the public has to depend on the good faith, honesty and 
integrity of the people who manage our large companies." is fundamental to the regulatory 
process to ensure continued safe operation of nuclear power plants. An additional 
consideration, however, is the oversight role of Federal agencies, such as the NRC, in regulated 
industries, such as commercial nuclear power. It was, in fact, through the oversight role that 
many of the problems at Millstone surfaced.  

The Millstone plants remained shutdown until the Commission was convinced that all of the 
problems that caused the units to be shut down were corrected, and that the licensee could 
operate the facilities safely and in compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations.  
There were extensive changes in management at the operating facilities and at NNECO in 
general. Our confidence in the new managers was an important factor in evaluating the 
commitment NNECO has made to ensure the safe operation of their licensed facilities. Even 
though the Millstone units have been authorized to operate, the NRC continues to provide extra 
resources to maintain an ongoing assessment of the licensee performance. Specifically, the 
NRC formed the Millstone Assessment Panel (MAP) to not only assess the licensee's 
performance, but also to provide oversight of NRC activities, make recommendations for 
enhanced inspection activities, provide NRC management and the Commission with periodic
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Edward Gorman Box 1136, East Hampton, New York 11937 Telephone: 516-324-4548 

Secretary Bill Richardson 
Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585-1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

The recent nuclear tragedy in Japan prompts me to call 
to your attention a tragedy waiting to happen some 
twenty miles from East Hampton, NY where I live. Please 
do not let it happen, you have the power to prevent it.  

I refer to the Millstone Nuclear Power Station in 
Waterford on the Connecticut coast about twenty miles 
in a straight line from our town as you can see by 
glancing at a map. A variety of unsafe conditions have 
persisted at the plant for years, including unqualified, 
untrained plant operators. The utility has knowingly, 
blatantly and fraudulently attempted to hide the facts 
from Federal regulators. They have been forced to admit 
exactly that as a result of a civil suit. They should 
have been tried in a criminal court.  

Many disturbed, concerned residents of this area have 
struggled valiantly to get the attention of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission but in vain. No evacuation plan 
is possible for the east end of Long Island when a 
Millstone accident occurs.  

I urge you Mr. Secretary to read the enclosed clippings.  
Is it possible to explain why Millstone with its 
disgraceful, criminal history is allowed to continue 
in existence? Surely the problem has not come to your 
personal attention for I do not believe you would allow 
it if you knew the facts and the potential for tragedy.  

We would welcome your visit to East Hampton where you 
could see for yourself and feel the nearness of 
Millstone and get the facts from people here who know 
much more than I about the threat of Millstone.  

Sincerely, 

Edward Gorman
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Other groups supporting the effort 
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mental Council, the South Fork 
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In addition, prosecutors said that Peter Cook, who sits on STAR's 

Northeast supplied fraudulent infor- board of. directors with his' wife, 

mation to the Nuclear Regulatory Christie Brinkley, said yesterday that' 

Commission to cover its tracks. he, too, had mixed feelings.  
Facing a far-reaching Federal in- "The only justice exacted is the 
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plea agreement. In addition to the something* wrong," said'Mr., Cook, 
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Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

October 22, 1999 

Mr. Edward Gorman 
Box 1136 
East Hampton, New York 11937 

Dear Mr. Gorman: 

This will acknowledge your recent letter to Secretary Bill Richardson.  

Because the subject of your letter does not fall within the purview of the Department of Energy, 
we have forwarded your letter to: 

Ms. Annette Vietti-Cook 
Secretariat 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North Building 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

If you have any questions, please call me on (202) 586-5063.  

Sincerely, 

;J ce D. Harrod 
xecutive Correspondence Specialist 

Policy Analysis Group 
Office of the Executive Secretariat
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Edward Gorman Box 1136, East Hampton, New York 11937 Telephone: 516-324-4548 

Secretary Bill Richardson 
Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585-1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

The recent nuclear tragedy in Japan prompts me to call 
to your attention a tragedy waiting to happen some 
twenty miles from East Hampton, NY where I live. Please 
do not let it happen, you have the power to prevent it.  

I refer to the Millstone Nuclear Power Station in 
Waterford on the Connecticut coast about twenty miles 
in a straight line from our town as you can see by 
glancing at a map. A variety of unsafe conditions have 
persisted at the plant for years, including unqualified, 
untrained plant operators. The utility has knowingly, 
blatantly and fraudulently attempted to hide the facts 
from Federal regulators. They have been forced to admit 
exactly that as a result of a civil suit. They should 
have been tried in a criminal court.  

Many disturbed, concerned residents of this area have 
struggled valiantly to get the attention of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission but in vain. No evacuation plan 
is possible for the east end of Long Island when a 
Millstone accident occurs.  

I urge you Mr. Secretary to read the enclosed clippings.  
Is it possible to explain why Millstone with its 
disgraceful, criminal history is allowed to continue 
in existence? Surely the problem has not come to your 
personal attention for I do not believe you would allow 
it if you knew the facts and the potential for tragedy.  

We would welcome your visit to East Hampton where you 
could see for yourself and feel the nearness of 
Millstone and get the facts from people here who know 
much more than I about the threat of Millstone.  

Sincerely, 

"1G 

Edward Gorman

#Printed en Recycled Paper
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"nuclear-free" purchasing. vidual actions into a-single coherent E r F 

The initiative was announced on policy for the Peconic region." The law distributed Friday was 

Friday in Wading River, in the shad- Among those who 'spoke at the first introduced this month before the 
East Hampton Town Board. Other 

towns and villages would customize 
it to- their use. 

The law provides for a fine of 

$1,000 for each violation and states 

that "each day of violation shall be 

deemed a separate violation." 
Other groups supporting the effort 

include the North Fork Environ

mental Council, the South Fork 

Groundwater TaskTForce, the Pecon
ic Baykeeper, and the South Fork 
Breast Health Coalition.
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dozen Federai violations and agreed Closertto hOme, however, te new_, 
toi pay $10 million in fines, tefi iagest has been met with mixed emotions.' 

i 'en ati r ���A th o histry ' of the com . Tina Guglielmo, the program coord 
mercial nuclear power -idustry nator for Standing for Truth About 
according to Federal prosecuors: "Radiation, said that news of the deal.' 

"The violations" . curred at . the kept her up all night and not out 

Millstone facility from 1994 to 1996, of elation. * 
according to Stephen C. 'Robinson, a Ms. Guglielmo saidatexecutives2at, 

United States attorney ahd the lead Northeast Utilities, and the .pniiit's 

prosecutor in the case. managers, should have been held 
'When the company entered it responsible "for their criminal 

plea in U.S. District Court in Hart- actions." : 
ford, it admitted releasing large quan- "This was a case where criminal 

tities of hydrazine, a toxic chemical behavior was tried civilly," she said,, 

used to reduce -corrosion of pipes, adding that "Northeast Utilities has 

into Long Island Sound over a two- played Russian roulette withi all of 

year period. our lives."

"- Covered Its Tracks 
The utility also admitted falsify

ing records by diluting discharge 
samples with clean water to hide 
the problem from Federal regula
tors, and of promoting plant opera
tors who, prosecutors said, failed 
Federal exams.  

In addition, prosecutors said that 
Northeast supplied fraudulent infor
mation to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission to cover its tracks.  

Facing a far-reaching Federal in
dictment, the company opted for a 
plea agreement. In addition to the 
large fine, the agreement places the 
company on three years' probation 
and calls for closerscrutiny of the Mill
stone plant by Federal prosecutors.  

"Wake-Ul, Caii: 
"We're making no excuses," Mary 

Jo Keating, a spokesperson for North
east, said in an interview yesterday.  

"We feel we did let the people 
down," she said, adding, "it has been 
a painful process for Northeast." Ms.  
Keating said the fines would serve as 
"a strict wake-up call." 

For the past two years, she noted, 
the utility has implemented a stringent.  
new "environmental management 
program" at the plant, with an empha
sis on safety and greater monitoring.  

Because of - deregulation laws 
passed by Connecticut's State Legis
lature a little over a year ago, North
east Utilities plans to sell Millstone, 
according to Ms. Keating. Deregula
tion-would open the market to com
petition, she noted.  

Northeast has "not begun the

"A Parking Tickee"4", 
In spite of the hefty fine, s •said, 

it's a "slap on the wrist" for a com-" 
pany that routinely repiorts revenues 
"in the hundreds of millions." (Last 
year, according to Standard and 
Poor's, Northeast Utilities reported 
sales of $3.7 billion.) 

Peter Cook, who sits on STAR's 
board of. directors with his, wife, 
Christie Brinkley, said yesterday that 
he, too, had mixed feelings.  

"The only justice exacted is the 
acknowledgment that they've done 
something wrong," said 'Mr. Cook, 
who has actively campaigned to close 
the power plant..  

"This is a parking ticket," he' said, 
referring -to the fine.. "Criminal 
charges -should be pursued against 
the individuals responsible."..: 

Appeal Is Filed ' 
Nancy Burton, a Connecticut

based attorney, filed an appeal on.  
behalf of the STAR foundation on 
Tuesday charging that Millstone is 
operating with an expired discharge 
permit. She agreed with Ms. Gugliel
mo's assessment.  

"This is less than a slap on the 
wrist," she said. "This is a political 
manipulation" so that Northeast Util
ities could "avoid being put on trial.'.  

Millstone's - checkered, safety 
record goes back to 1986, when all 
three of its reactors were shut down 
by the N.RIC. because of design and 
safety problems. Federal prosecutors 
said they were confident the plant's 
new managers would comply. with 
the terms of the plea agreement.,-



"Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

October 22, 1999 

Mr. Edward Gorman 
Box 1136 
East Hampton, New York 11937 

Dear Mr. Gorman: 

This will acknowledge your recent letter to Secretary Bill Richardson.  

Because the subject of your letter does not fall within the purview of the Department of Energy, 
we have forwarded your letter to: 

Ms. Annette Vietti-Cook 
Secretariat 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North Building 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

If you have any questions, please call me on (202) 586-5063.  

Sincerely, 

J ce D. Harrod 
xecutive Correspondence Specialist 

Policy Analysis Group 
Office of the Executive Secretariat
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Edward Gorman Box 1136, East Hampton, New York 11937 Telephone: 516-324-4548 

Secretary Bill Richardson 
Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585-1000 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

The recent nuclear tragedy in Japan prompts me to call 
to your attention a tragedy waiting to happen some 
twenty miles from East Hampton, NY where I live. Please 
do not let it happen, you have the power to prevent it.  

I refer to the Millstone Nuclear Power Station in 
Waterford on the Connecticut coast about twenty miles 
in a straight line from our town as you can see by 
glancing at a map. A variety of unsafe conditions have 
persisted at the plant for years, including unqualified, 
untrained plant operators. The utility has knowingly, 
blatantly and fraudulently attempted to hide the facts 
from Federal regulators. They have been forced to admit 
exactly that as a result of a civil suit. They should 
have been tried in a criminal court.  

Many disturbed, concerned residents of this area have 
struggled valiantly to get the attention of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission but in vain. No evacuation plan 
is possible for the east end of Long Island when a 
Millstone accident occurs.  

I urge you Mr. Secretary to read the enclosed clippings.  
Is it possible to explain why Millstone with its 
disgraceful, criminal history is allowed to continue 
in existence? Surely the problem has not come to your 
personal attention for I do not believe you would allow 
it if you knew the facts and the potential for tragedy.  

We would welcome your visit to East Hampton where you 
could see for yourself and feel the nearness of 
Millstone and get the facts from people here who know 
much more than I about the threat of Millstone.  

Sincerely, 

~4 &r (Ii 

Edward Gorman
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The initiative was announced on policy for the Peconic region." 
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-East Hampton Town Board. Other 

towns and villages would customize 
it to their use.  

The law provides for a fine of 

$1,000 for each violation and states 

that "each day of violation shall be 

deemed a separate violation." 
Other groups supporting the effort 

include the North Fork Environ

mental Council, the South Fork 

Groundwater Task'Force, tbe Pecon

ic Baykeeper, and the South Fork 
Breast Health Coalition.
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Covered Its Tracks 
The utility also admitted falsify

ing records by diluting discharge 
samples with clean water to hide 
the problem from Federal regula
tors, and of promoting plant opera
tors who, prosecutors said, failed 
Federal exams.  

In addition, prosecutors said that 
Nordheast supplied fraudulent infor
mation to the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission to cover its tracks.  

Facing a far-reaching Federal in
dictment, the company opted for a 
plea agreement. In addition to the 
large fine, the agreement places the 
company on three years' probation 
and calls for closerscrutiny of the Mill
stone plant by Federal prosecutors.  

"Wake-Up Call 
"We're making no excuses," Mary' 

Jo Keating, a spokesperson for North
east, said in an interview yesterday.  

"We feel we did let the people 
down," she said, adding, "it has been 
a painful process for Northeast." Ms.  
Keating said the fines would serve as 
"a strict wake-up call." 

For the past two years, she noted, 
the utility has implemented a stringent 
new "environmental management 
program" at the plant, with an empha
sis on safety and greater monitoring.  

Because of -deregulation laws 
passed by Connecticut's State Legis
lature a little over a year ago, North
east Utilities plans to sell Millstone, 
according to Ms. Keating. Deregula
don-would open the market to com
petition, she noted.  

Northeast has "not begun the

"A Parking Ticket" .
In spite of the hefty fine, shesa4, 

it's a "slap on the wrist" for a coin-' 
pany that routinely resorts revenues 
"in the hundreds of millions." (Last 
year, according to Standard and 
Poor's, Northeast Utilities reported 
sales of $3.7 billion.) 

Peter Cook, who sits on STAR's 
board of. directors with hisv wife, 
Christie Brinkley, said yesterday that 
he, too, had mixed feelings.  

"The only justice exacted is the 
acknowledgment that they've done 
something wrong," said 'Mr. Cook, 
who has actively campaigned to Jose 
the power plant..  

"This is a parking ticket," h:e' said, 
referring to the fine. ."Criminal 

charges should be pursued against 
the individuals responsible.'!-..  

Appeal Is Filed -' 

Nancy Burton, a Connecticut
based attorney, filed an appeal on.  
behalf of the STAR foundation on 
Tuesday charging that Millstone is 
operating with an expired discharge 
permit. She agreed with Ms. Guglie!
mo's assessment.  

"This is less than a slap on the 
wrist," she said. "This is a political 
manipulation" so that Northeast Util
ities could "avoid being put on trial."

Millstone's - checkered, safety 
record goes back to 1986, when all 
three of its reactors were shut down 
by the N.RC. because of design and 
safety problems. Federal prosecutors 
said they were confident the plant's 
new managers would comply with 
the terms of the plea agreement. "



Department of Energy 
Washington, DC 20585 

October 22, 1999 

Mr. Edward Gorman 
Box 1136 
East Hampton, New York 11937 

Dear Mr. Gorman: 

This will acknowledge your recent letter to Secretary Bill Richardson.  

Because the subject of your letter does not fall within the purview of the Department of Energy, 
we have forwarded your letter to: 

Ms. Annette Vietti-Cook 
Secretariat 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
One White Flint North Building 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 

If you have any questions, please call me on (202) 586-5063.  

Sincerely, 

J ce D.Harrod 
xecutive Correspondence Specialist 

Policy Analysis Group 
Office of the Executive Secretariat


